The idea is to
celebrate to the max
and to taste Israel

Clockwise from above: start your joint voyage through married life with a chupah by the sea, at the
Daniel Herzliya; garden reception area, Daniel Herzliya; the wedding can segue into a honeymoon at
the David Intercontinental. Previous page: circular table setting, David Citadel ballroom
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Views of the Old City walls provide an
atmospheric backdrop and several simchah spaces are available.
For the banquet, the chefs use fresh,
seasonal ingredients from Jerusalem and
its surroundings, in a creative range of
dishes.
Named after four Old City gates (Zion,
Flower, Lion and Jaffa), the David Citadel
hotel’s four function rooms can be used
independently for small gatherings or
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Anglos do not want
to see salads spread
out on a table; they
want a waiter to
serve them

expanded for larger occasions. The rooms
come with advanced audio-visual equipment and adjustable lighting.
The area by the hotel’s shimmering
outdoor pool has also become a favourite
spot for celebrations. With easy access to
the terrace and grand ballroom, the pool
provides an extraordinary venue for cocktails and canapés.
Adena Mark is an Anglo-American olah
who created A to Z Events in Israel four

years ago, working with local olim, as well
as families from the UK and America.
She says: “By and large, all the major
hotels in the four- and five-star range are
accommodating. But guests from abroad
want their weddings to feel like they are
indeed in Israel but with American or UK
standards. Families from the UK or America
want to feel like they are getting the shefa
[abundance] of Israeli cuisine without the
typical Israeli in-your-face type of service.

So we customise the menus between the
families and the hotel chefs by setting up
Skype calls and so on.
“We also help them negotiate a good
price and make sure their expectations of
service are met by the hotel’s staff. Anglos
demand personalised service. They want
a waiter to serve them a nice salad and
not see salads just spread out across the
table like they do at most Israeli-style weddings. And unlike the informality of seating

arrangements at the chupah and dining
room among Israelis, Anglos want and
demand formality, which is what we work
with the hotel.”
Mark is a firm believer in bringing families from the UK and America to Israel for
weddings because, “you get real value
for your money in Israel and hotels offer
a much higher level of culinary experiences. The idea is to celebrate to the max
and to ‘taste’ Israel.”
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